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Summary

A gel-free solution of deoxyribonucleoprotein was prepared in high yield from
calf thymus by maintaining the concentration and ionic strength at very low
values and by careful homogenization. The resulting material was examined by a
number of different macromolecular methods and found to consist of completely
dispersed deoxyribonucleoprotein particles of high asymmetry and containing
nearly equal amounts of deoxyribonucleic acid and protein. The molecular
weight determined by light scattering was 18·5 million. Upon dissociation the
deoxyribonucleic acid obtained had a molecular weight of 8 million suggesting
that the deoxyribonucleoprotein particles consisted essentially of one deoxy
ribonucleic acid molecule and a nearly equal amount of protein. Hydrodynamic
investigations and direct electron microscopic examination indicate that the
protein is rather evenly distributed along deoxyribonucleic acid chains. Optical
rotatory dispersion and infrared spectral studies, while ambiguous, do suggest
that a major part of the protein is in the IX-helical configuration. It is shown that a
large fraction of the histone can be accommodated in sections having the IX-helical
configuration in the large groove of the double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid
helix and that such a model is consistent with the observations made thus far.

While the structure and molecular properties of deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) have
been elucidated in some detail during the last decade and the nature of histones has
been greatly clarified, the way in which these two types of molecules are combined in
the nucleoprotein complex or chromosome has remained obscure. Since the nueleo
protein (DNP) can be obtained as an aqueous solution by dispersing isolated chromo
somes directly in water it would appear that the molecular characterization of the
nucleoprotein in this solution would provide important evidence concerning the
structure of the conjugated compound and from this, information concerning the
building units in the chromosomes might be deduced. However, numerous investiga
tions of the DNP in aqueous solutions have indicated a very complex behaviour that
defied simple analysis and suggested that it was actually a gel-like network devoid of
clearly identifiable subunits.

In taking up this problem we have re-examined the individual steps involved in
preparing this aqueous solution from the source most often studied, calf thymus, and
have been able to modify the procedure so that nearly all of the DNA in the original
cells is obtained as discrete, completely dispersed and soluble nucleoprotein particles
which contain single DNA molecules (a preliminary summary of this work has been
published; Doty & Zubay, 1956).
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Earlier Preparations and Characterizations of Nucleohistone (Calf Thymus)

The most used preparative method, described by Chargaff (Crampton, Lipschitz &
Chargaff, 1954; Chargaff, 1955) is the result of successive modifications by Hammarsten
(1924) and others (Mirsky & Pollister , 1942; Gajdusek, 1950; Stern, Goldstein &
Albaum, 1951; Bernst ein & Mazia, 1953; Shooter, Davidson & Butler, 1954) of
procedures developed at the turn of the century. Its essential steps are as follows.
(1) Fresh calf thymus is homogenized briefly with saline-citrate (0'10 M-NaCI and
0·05 M-sodium citrate at pH 7) and the sediment recovered after cent rifuging. (2)
The sediment is suspended in saline-citrate and cent rifuged again. (3) The sediment
is suspended and centrifuged three times in water in order to remove electrolytes , at
which point it begins to become gelatinous corresponding to the swelling of the
chromosomes. (4) The gelat inous sediment is blended or shaken with water to produce
a homogeneous , very viscous phase or gel containing 5 to 10 mg/ml. of nucleoprotein.
(5) The nucleohistone is usually precipitated with 0·15 M-NaCI, washed with water
and lightly dried or lyophilized.

While variations in different steps do clearly influence the end product, in all cases
reported it is so viscous and gel-like as to prevent investigation by the usual macro
molecular methods. Of cour se this state does not interfere with its chemical inv estiga
tion. When the gel-like viscous solution is diluted with water, swelling occurs but
fragments of gel remain and in the ultracentrifuge a gel boundary is seen to form in the
middle of the cell (Shooter etal., 1954). In some eases a slower, freely-moving boundary
is seen as well but this is generally identified as a breakdown product of the gel result
ing from enzymatic attack. Even if discrete and dispersed nucleoprotein particles
were obtained, considerable difficulty would be expect ed in carrying out the measure
ments of va rious macromolecular quantitites which depend st rongly on concentration.
The reason for this lies in the fact that the nucleoprotein particles carry a net negative
charge (about one seventh that of DNA; see Davidson & Butler, 1956) and as a
consequence require significant amounts of additional salt to eliminate the poly
electrolyte effects on the concentration dependence. However, the nucleoprotein
precipitates, even from the gel phase, at concentrations of salt as low as 0·01 M

(Shooter etal., 1954). Consequently only a narrow range of ionic strength is left which
is below the insolubility threshold and substantially above the counter-ion concentra
tion provided by the sodium ions paired with the negative charges on the nucleoprotein.

Despite these difficulties numerous measurements have been made on this kind of
system. A comprehensive and critical summary of these is provided by Davidson,
Conway & Butler (1954).

Modification of the Preparative Procedure in Order to Produce
Nucleohistone Solutions

Upon examining the gel-like DNP resulting from the preparative procedure
described in the previous section it appeared that the cross-linkages between the long
DNP units were due to association between portions of the histone from different DNP
molecules. The tendency of histones to associate and the ability of urea to dissociate
them as well as the DNP gel (Luck, et. al., 1956) supported this view and, as a con
sequence, we sought to find means of suppressing the formation of these cross
linkages and hence the gelling of the DNP.

By altering each stage of the preparative procedure we were able to conclude that
gel formation is favoured by the following conditions: (1) Relatively high DNP
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concentration (greater than about 0·08 g/dl.), (2) salt precipitation and permitting
the salt-washed DNP to stand before homogenizing in water and (3) by carrying out
the water homogenization too slowly. It is clear that all of these conditions encourage
either the partial separation of histone from DNP or the interaction of such dangling
parts of the histone chains. In addition to eliminating these conditions it was necessary
to eliminate enzyme action. This was done by working in the presence of sodium
ethylenediamine tetra-acetate to prevent deoxyribonuclease action and to maintain
a pH of about 8 to suppress the action of cathepsins on histones (Maver & Greco,
1949). These factors led to the following procedure for isolating DNP in high yield
free of gel structure.

The procedure is outlined in Fig. 1. Calf thymus glands, obtained about 10 min
after slaughter, were quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen. The frozen tissue was broken
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FIG. 1. Outline of preparative procedure for deoxyribonucleoprotein particles.

into small pieces and stored in plastic bags in dry ice until used. Working in a cold
room (3 _5°C.), about 20 g of frozen thymus glands were homogenized in a Waring
blendor with 200 ml, of what we shall refer to as saline-versene, It consists of 0·075
M-NaCI and 0·024 M-sodium ethylenediamine tetra-acetate adjusted to pH 8. This
solvent inhibits DNaase I by chelating divalent cations and DNaase II by exceeding
the pH at which it is active.

Two special steps were taken in the homogenizations. First capryl alcohol was
blended with the saline-versene solution just before the tissue or DNP-containing
sediments were added. This dispersal of the alcohol greatly improved its suppression
of surface denaturation. In the initial homogenization 1 ml. of alcohol was used; in
subsequent steps 0·5 ml, The second precaution was the use of a powerstat (variable
transformer) in series with the Waring blendor for precise speed control.
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The initial homogenization of the tissue with the saline-versene was carried out for
1 min at 80 volts and 4 min at 50 volts. The homogenate was strained through 12
thicknesses of pre-washed cheese cloth to remove connective tissue and then centri
fuged in the International Centrifuge at 2000 rev Imin. (,...." 400 g) for 10 min.

The sediment was again homogenized in the same volume of saline-versene solution
for 5 sec at 80 volts and 30 sec at 45 volts. The homogenate was again centrifuged
and the sediment homogenized in the same way in the saline-versene solution. This
cycle was repeated 6 more times. The final product (sediment) was dispersed by rapid
mixing (60 volts) with water (no capryl alcohol was added this time) in the blendor
starting with 50 ml. of water and increasing this to 1000 m1. in 5 sec. The mixture was
then quickly transferred to a 2 1. beaker and stirred rapidly with a propeller-type
stirrer for one hour. It is important that the water be doubly distilled to insure the
absence of metal ion contamination. It was found desirable to have the diameter of
the glass propeller stirrer blades two-thirds the diameter of the beaker and for the
stirring speed to be as high as possible without foaming. The fulfillment of this latter
condition requires continuous reduction of the stirring speed because of the decrease
in viscosity which occurs during stirring.

After stirring the DNP solution was dialyzed against 0·7 mM-potassium phosphate
buffer at pH 6·8; this solvent was employed in all the physical measurements. The
DNP solutions prepared in this way may contain as much as 15 %of the DNP in the
form of gel particles; these are removed by 30 min centrifugation at 70,000 g. The
yield is about 0·6 g of DNP from 20 g of wet tissue, that is, about two-thirds of the
DNP originally present. However, the yield depends very much on the amount of
homogenization used in the initial step. The total lapsed time of a preparation is about
3 hr to the beginning of the dialysis of the DNP solution.

The choice of a suitable solvent in which to determine the solution properties of
DNP was limited by two circumstances. First, since the DNP carries a large negative
charge at pH 6·8 some salt must be present to stabilize the interparticle repulsions over
the concentration range in which measurements are made; otherwise physical data
cannot be accurately extrapolated. Second, if the salt concentration exceeds about
0·1 M,DNP aggregates and precipitates. Consequently the onset of aggregation can be
expected at considerably lower ionic strengths. At NaCI concentrations above 0·6 M
the system is soluble but this is of no use because the DNP is dissociated into DNA and
histone (Davidson et al., 1954). It is therefore evident that if results characteristic of
completely dispersed and soluble DNP are to be obtained, the measurements must be
carried out in the narrow range of salt concentration above the region where poly
electrolyte effects make physical measurements ambiguous and below the threshold
of incipient aggregation.

This region was located through the use of viscosity measurements which are very
sensitive to both electrolyte effects and aggregation. The pronounced dependence of
the reduced specific viscosity of DNP on salt concentration is illustrated in Fig. 2
where the concentration of the potassium phosphate buffer, pH 6,8, was varied. It can
be seen that the reduced specific viscosity increases rapidly as the concentration of
salt is lowered. This effect is presumably due to the increased strength of the
electrostatic repulsions between the highly charged polyanions. Indeed similar
behaviour is shown by DNA itself (Conway & Butler, 1954). There is no region over
which the reduced specific viscosity shows a constant value and, consequently, it
would be difficult to choose a suitable working concentration of salt from these data
alone. However, in contrast to the reduced specific viscosity, the intrinsic viscosity of
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DNP as a function of buffer concentration does show a plateau region. In Fig. 3 it is
seen that this exists from 0·50 to 1·1 mM-phosphate and above this point it gradually
decreases. The fall of intrinsic viscosity above 1·1 msr-phosphate is accompanied by a
large increase in light scattering at all angles showing that it is due to aggregation.
The constancy of the intrinsic viscosity over a significant range of salt concentration
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FIG. 2. Reduced specific viscosity of DNP as a function of the concentration of potassium
phosphate buffer. (DNP concentration is 6·1 rngjdl.)
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FIG. 3. Intrinsic viscosity of DNP as a function of the concentration of potassium phosphate
buffer.

attests to the fact that salt causes negligible aggregation of the DNP below 1·1 DlM

phosphate. In view of these results we have chosen 0·7 mst-phosphate buffer , which
lies near the middle of the plateau region in Fig. 3, as the working solvent for our
physical measurements. Using these conditions it was found that solutions of DNP
underwent less than a 5 % change in viscosity over a period of 10 days at 25°0. In
addition to the constancy of viscosity with time we observed essentially the same
value for the intrinsic viscosity in over 10 different preparations of DNP indicating
that we had a reproducible as well as a stable product.
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A number of the DNP preparations were also characterized in the analytical
ultracentrifuge. From these results, which are discussed later, it was clear that the
distribution of sedimentation constants was single peaked and considerably narrower
than that observed in DNA itself.

These observations were sufficient to demonstrate that the DNP solutions were
reasonably stable and that the hydrodynamic properties of different preparations were
reproducible. Thus a physically well-defined nucleoprotein had been isolated by using
only very mild conditions and a comprehensive study of its properties seemed justified.

Experimental Methods

Chemical analyses

Phosphorus analyses were made by using a colorimetric method (King, 1932) with
modifications due to Dr. N. S. Simmons. A carefully measured aliquot containing roughly
4 mg of DNP is placed in a 50 m!. volumetric flask and 3 m!. of 9 N-sulfuric acid added.
The mixture is digested on a hot plate and when fuming a drop of 30 % H.O. is added. The
sample is digested five minutes longer and then cooled. Then about 35 m!. of water are
added followed by 5 m!. of 5 % ammonium molybdate and 2 m!. of Metol (1 g p.methyl
aminophenolsulfate and 8-6 m!. 35 % NaHCOa per 100 ml.), After mixing it is diluted to
the mark, and allowed to stand 45 min before measuring its absorbance at 750 mIL in a
Beckman spectrophotometer. A standard using a known amount of KH.P04 is run simul
taneously and under the same conditions. Nitrogen analyses were made by the Kjeldahl
method.

Nitrogen analyses were carried out at a later date on newly prepared samples by M. R.
Watson (King's College, London) using a micro-KjeldaW procedure that gave accurate
quantitative results on purified nucleotide samples.

Dry weight determinations

Solutions containing about 100 mg of DNP in 100 m!. were evaporated in a weighing
bottle of known weight in vacuum at three successive temperatures, 25°, 60° and 110°C, in
order to avoid hydrolysis.

Partial specific volume

A simple pychnometer with a capillary neck graduated in units of 0-001 m!. and having
a volume of 100 ml, which could be filled with a fine-needled syringe was used for measure
ments on 0·15 and 0·30 gjlOO m!. DNP solutions. In both cases the results yielded a value
of 0-68 ml.jg. This agrees with the value calculated from the protein and DNA contents
of the DNP.

Refractive index increment

This was determined on a Brice-Speiser differential refractometer at 436 mIL and found
to be 0-193.

Intrinsic viscosity

This was determined in the manner previously described (Reichman, Rice, Thomas &
Doty, 1954) in which time of flow is measured in a three-bulb viscometer yielding results in
the gradient range of 50 to 250 sec-I.

Measurement of concentration

Simultaneous measurements of the absorbance at 259 mIL and the dry weight led to a
value of 106 ± 5 for the extinction coefficient for a solution containing 1 gjdl. of DNP.
This value was the basis of concentration determinations throughout.
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Light scauerinq

L igh t scatter ing mea surement s were made in a Brice-Speiser photometer at 436 m /,
us ing an Erleruneyer flask -sh aped cell (Reichman et al. , 1954). Solvent was cla r ified by
filt er ing through an ul tra fme sintere d glass filt er directly into t he light scatter ing cell.
Solutions were clarified by ultracentrifugation of a 0·03 g/d I. so lution for 30 min a t 29,000
rev /min in a Spinc o medium sized rotor. Unde r these condit ions the small percentage of
aggregates wh ich ex ist in t he solution are efficient ly spun out (Boedtker & Dot y, 1956). The
scattering was measured at various concent rations by adding the cla rified solu tion with a
p ipette t o t he so lvent in t he light scat t ering cell. The scatter ing was usually m easured at
three or four concent rations and t he final concentration in t he light scatter ing cell was then
determined spect rop ho tome trically .

S edimentation

Sedimen tation analyses were made in a Spinco Model E Ult racen t r ifuge at room
t emperature and corrected t o 20°C. Schl ieren optics were used down t o a concentration of
0·0 15 g/dI. DNP. In addition, several experiments were performed at 0·006 g/dl. DNP with
an ultra-violet absorption optical syst em . The optical density variation on the film wa s
transferred to height rersus distance curves on centimeter graph paper with the Spinco
Model R Analytrol in such a way that the optical density of the original solution is roughly
proport ional to the height of the reading on the graph paper. The rate of movement of
the p oint of maximum slope on different frames was measured because this quantity is
di rectly comp arable with the schlieren peak regardless of any polydispersity effect. The
S 020,W was obtaine d fr om a pl ot of I/S 2o•w aga inst concentrat ion . The pl ot was linear over
the range of con cen trat ions stud ied.

Flow birefringence

The extinction angle, x. a nd t he bire fringence, S1}, were measured on a Rao instrumen t
over a gradient range fr om 150 to 2000 sec " in a room thermostated at 25°C. The concentra
t ion dependence of X and S1}/c were sm all over the range of con centrations stud ied .

I nfrared sp ectroscopy

The infrared measurements on DNP were made with t he help of Drs . E . R . Blout and
H . Lenormant on a sa mp le of DNP exhaustive ly d ialyzed against water and then centrifuged
to a pellet at the bottom of a cen t r ifuge tube. The pellet was d istributed over the surface of
an AgCl window and all owed t o dry at 52 % relative humidity. The infrare d spect r um wa s
measured on a Perkin-Elmer dou ble beam instrument in the region 1000 em -I to 2000 em -1.

E lectron microscopy

The elect ron microscopy wa s carr ied out in Dr. Cecil Hall 's la boratory by a new technique
which he has recently developed (Hall, 1956; Hall & Litt, 1956 ; Hall & Doty, 1958)
involving the use of fre shly clea ved mi ca as a substrat e. Materials are sprayed onto the
surfa ce of the mica from a commercial throat sprayer. An aqueous suspension of poly
styrene spheres of 880 A diameter is added to the solution t o ai d in locating t he droplets,
focusing and ca lib rat ing. Ot her deta ils of the method are provided in t he references just
quoted.

The Macromolecular and Chemical Properties of Deoxyribonucleoprotein

Ohemical composition

Phosphorus and nitrogen anal ysi s on several samples yie lded 4·55 and 16·8 a s the

respective p ercentages present. This se ts the NIP ratio as 3·70 a s previously reported

(Doty & Zubay, 1956) with an uncertainty of ± 0· 2. Further m easurements on later

preparations carried out in colla bora t ion with M. R . Watson yielded 4·48 and 16·8 for
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the percentages of phosphorus and nitrogen and this in turn leads to 3·77 for the NIP
ratio. The uncertainty remains about the same, ± 0·2. For these analyses the sodium
ethylenediamine tetra-acetate was omitted from the standard solvent in the two final
washings (to eliminate N contamination) and water replaced the buffer in the dialysis
(to avoid P contamination). These later measurements were made as a check on our
earlier results in view of the difference between them and the lower results, 15·7 per
cent N (Davidson & Butler, 1956; Steiner, 1952) and 3·7 (Davidson & Butler, 1956)
and 4·4 (Steiner, 1952) per cent P, reported by others on materials prepared differently.

In order to assess the homogeneity of the preparation with regard to composition a
0·02 g/d!. solution, dialyzed against water, was centrifuged until 60 %in one case and
90 % in another case had been removed from the supernatant. The analysis of the
supernatant gave the same results, the values of the NIP ratios being 3·7 and 3·6
respectively. Thus there appears to be no significant heterogeneity with respect to gross
chemical composition in the DNP.

To compute the DNA content of the DNP from these results the phosphorus content
of the sodium salt of DNA, 9·29 %' must be adjusted for the loss of about 86 %of the
sodium in the DNP (Davidson & Butler, 1956). On this basis the phosphorus content
of DNA becomes 9·6 %. Using this together with the phosphorus content of the DNP
leads to a DNA content of 47 ± 2 % in the DNP on a weight basis.

Accepting 47 %as the DNA content of DNP and taking 18·5 %as the average of
the nitrogen content of DNA reported in the literature, one calculates 17·0 %nitrogen
for DNP. This is in satisfactory agreement with our experimental value of 16·8 %.

Light scattering

Because there is some'uncertainty in deriving a mole cular weight from sedimenta
tion constant and intrinsic viscosity measurements on DNA (Doty, 1957) the samp
difficulties may be expected here. Consequently we were forced to rely heavily on
light scattering for a value of the molecular weight of DNP. Accordingly centrifugal
clarification was always carried out at concentrations below 0·03 g/dl. to insure
effective removal of larger particles (Boedtker & Doty, 1956). Six light scattering
determinations on three different preparations were carried out. A typical result is
plotted in Fig. 4 and the results are summarized in Table 1. The amount of DNP

TABLE 1

Light scattering and viscosity measurements of DNP

Sample % DNP Molecular (rz 2)J(2 [,,/]Number removed Weight

11 47 25,000,000 3,800A 35
11 54 18,000,000 3,900 35
13 21 18,500,000 4,600 33
13 21 18,50 0,0 00 4,000
15 20 18,500,000 4,000 35
15 38 19,200,000 4,300 33

removed during the centrifugal clarification is included. The average molecular weight
is seen to be about 18·5 million excluding the first measurement from the average
because of its rather large deviation. While the reproducibility of this figure is good
its precision is subject to further uncertainty because of the possibility of systematic
error in the extrapolation (Doty, 1957). This source of error disappears when the
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molecular weight distribution is essentially that of the most probable distribution
and since this turns out to be nearly the case for calf thymus DNA (Doty, 1957;
Litt & Doty, unpublished) the additional uncertainty in this case is probably not
more than 10 %.

The average of the measurements of the radii of gyration was 1700 A. If the model of
a randomly coiled chain is assumed for DNP this value can be interpreted as the root
mean-square of the z-average of the end-to-end length, (r. 2), 12, with a value of 4170 A.

M' 19,000,000
'0 = 1870A

.. ..
FIG. 4. Light scattering plot for DNP.

Making use of 8 million as the average molecular weight of calf thymus DNA from
light scattering (Doty, 1957) and the result of the previous section, 47 %by weight of
DNP is DNA, the molecular (or particle) weight of DNP composed of one molecule of
DNA would be 17 million. The proximity of this to the mean of the measured values,
18,5 million, clearly suggests that the DNP particles consist of single DNA molecules
and a protein complement of approximately the same weight.

To confirm this, DNP was precipitated from solution by addition ofNaCI, and DNA
was prepared from it according to the Simmons B method (Rice & Doty, 1957).
Light scattering measurements on the product did indeed yield a molecular weight
of 8 million.

Intrinsic viscosity

In Fig. 5 are shown the measurements leading to the determination of the intrinsic
viscosity of one sample of DNP. The results of other measurements are shown in
Table 1. From this a mean value of 34 in units of dl.jg is obtained. The value of k' in
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the Huggins equation (Huggins, 1942) for the data in Fig. 5 is 0·75. This value is at
the upper limit observed for polymers and suggests that there are strong attractive
interactions between the DNP molecules in the 0·7 mM-phosphate buffer.

13 0

1.25

1.20

flREL

1.15

Concentrat ion
Mg!Liter

78

o 50 100 150 200
GRADIENT (sec")

FIG. 5. The determination of the intrinsic viscosity of DNP.

250

Sedimentation

The sedimentation rate corrected to 20°0. in water was determined at several
concentrations for several preparations. A typical set of results together with one
determination at 0·0060 g/dl. using ultraviolet optics is presented in Fig. 6. The
intercept yields a value of 48 S for S020'W : the mean of all determinations was 50 S . A
line showing the concentration dependence for DNA is shown in Fig. 6 for comparison.

As a test of homogeneity, a 0·03 gjdl. solution of DNP was centrifuged until 20 %
in one case and 40 % in another had been removed. The supernat ant solutions were
then diluted to 0·006 g/d!. and their sedimentation patterns determined with ultra
violet optics. The mean sedimentat ion constant was the same as that measured for the
un cent rifuged solutions, namely 36 S. This indicates that there are no substantial
contaminants with sedimentation constants considerably higher than the mean value.

The ultraviolet absorption sedimentation diagrams for DNP were considerably
sharper than those observed in this Laboratory for DNA in 0·2M-NaOl. A crude index
of the breadth of the distribution of sedimentation constants can be readily obtained
by taking the ratio of the sedimentation constant at 80 %absorption and dividing
by that at 20 % absorption. For calf thymus this ratio is about 1·8 (Litt & Doty,
unpublished). For DNP it is about 1·3. Since the molecular weight dependence of
sedimentation constant is not known for DNP this result cannot be interpreted in
terms of molecular weight distribution.

Flow birefringence

The extinction angle and birefringence of flow of DNP solutions in the range of
0·03 g/dl. were measured as a function of gradient. To provide comparison similar
measurements were made on DNA solut ions in 0·15 M-NaOl. The extinction angle
results together with the "lengths" of hydrodynamically equivalent ellipsoids are
shown in Fig. 7. The birefringence results are pres ented in Fig. 8.
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From Fig. 7 it is seen that either the size of DNP is much smaller than that of DNA
or it is not as well oriented at the gradients obtained. However, in Fig. 8 it is clear that
the birefringence has reached its maximum in this gradient range and, since DNP
can not be considered to be a very flexible particle, it must be concluded that the
orientation is high, indeed more nearly complete than with DNA. Consequently, we
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FIG. 6. The determination of the sedimentation constant of DNP. (The upper line shows the
behaviour of DNA for eomparison.)
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FIG. 7. The effective length of DNP obtained from extinction angle measurements as a func
tion of gradient.
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can conclude that the maximum linear dimension of DNA is about double that of
DNP. This conclusion is similar to that obtained from light scattering measurements.

If the measurements on DNA were carried out to higher gradients where orientation
would be maximal, the range of lengths would be larger and comparable to those
observed for DNP. Consequently, we can draw the tentative conclusion that the
dimensional polydispersity of the DNP is of the same order as the DNA.
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FlO. 8. Birefringence of flow as a function of gradient for DNP and DNA.

The birefringence of flow of DNP solutions is of the same sign as DNA, that is
negative, but it is only about one-fifth as great. ,There are probably two reasons for
this. Since the DNP particle is considerably less extended in space, but presumably of
the same overall contour length, it will not have as many base pairs perpendicular to
its direction of alignment as does DNA. In addition to this an effect will be expected
from the protein if the peptide bonds have a preferential orientation relative to the
DNA chain. The present data do not allow a resolution of the relative effect of this
second contribution: it must, however, be relatively minor since the birefringence of
the peptide bond is so much weaker than that of the nucleosides.

Electron microscopy

Electron micrographs taken in collaboration with Professor C. E. Hall (Hall, 1956;
Hall & Litt, 1956; Hall & Doty, 1958) are shown in Plate 1. The DNP was sprayed
as an aqueous solution and the DNA from an ammonium carbonate-ammonium
acetate buffer. The electron micrographs of DNP show the same general features as
those of DNA, that is, they show principally long thin structures which are only
slightly coiled provided the concentration of spraying is sufficiently reduced so as to
prevent intermolecular interferences during drying. At the ends of DNP particles a
circular ring super-imposed upon the main cylindrical region is often seen but we
can attach no significance to this at present. When diameters are measured for those
cases that are oriented perpendicular to the shadows, values of about 20 A are ob-



PLATE 1. Electron micrograph of DNP (above) and DNA (below).

[To face page 12.
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tained for DNA and about 30 Afor DNP. Occasionally one finds a 20 A thick region
in DNP but this is almost always adjacent to a region that is 40 A or more in thick
ness and usually lies adjacent to a polystyrene sphere. This suggests that the histone
may have been laterally displaced by interaction of the DNP and the polystyrene
sphere during drying.

Although not definite in themselves these electron microscopic observations
provide strong support for the view that the histone is spread rather uniformly over
the double stranded DNA structure in a manner consistent with a doubling of the
mass-to-Iength ratio relative to DNA.

Conclusions regarding the size and shape of DNP

The light scattering, hydrodynamic and electron microscopic evidence permit the
drawing of a fairly clear picture of the DNP molecules in solution. However, the result
is not fitted by any of the geometrical models that suffice to describe many simpler
macromolecular substances and, as a consequence, the shape and spatial extension
of DNP cannot be described in terms of the numerical value of a single parameter
characteristic of a given model.

The DNP particles are composed of single DNA molecules surrounded for the most
part by an equal weight of histone. If the DNA was in the form of an uninterrupted
Watson-Crick helix its length would be about 40,000 A.However, the DNP particle in
solution is confined to a domain whose greatest dimension is only about one-tenth of
this value. Since corresponding DNA occupies a considerably larger volume (the
maximum dimension being about 7000 A) it must be concluded that the DNP particle
is more contracted than if the protein were not present. This could be due either to a
greater degree of natural coiling made possible by the neutralization of so much of the
negative charge by the protein or to the crosslinking ofthe DNA backbone at a number
of points through histone-histone interaction. Since the DNA structure appears to be
preserved at radii of curvature as small as 400 A (Hall & Doty, unpublished) the
convolutions required for the degree of contraction observed here would not require
local breakdown of DNA structure.

If the DNP particles were somewhat internally crosslinked the particles would not
behave hydrodynamically as homologous, randomly-coiled chains. Inasmuch as the
hydrodynamic properties do not fit such a model this negative evidence is consistent
with it modification such as that produced by intramolecular cross-linkage. The
failure of the simple model to fit is most marked in terms of intrinsic viscosity. The
end-to-end length from light scattering, which is consistent with the flow birefringence
measurements as well, would predict in terms of the Flory-Fox relation (Flory & Fox,
1951) an intrinsic viscosity of only 4 compared to the measured value of 34. Thus DNP
joins denatured DNA (Doty, 1957; Rice & Doty, 1957; Ehrlich & Doty, 1958) in
failing to behave hydrodynamically as an extended random coil.

Further Experiments Relating to the Structure of the DNP Particles

In this section we report a few preliminary experiments which relate to the manner
in which the DNA and protein are united in DNP.

Infrared spectroscopy

It has been well established in a number of cases that under certain conditions the
peptide carbonyl stretching frequency (amide I band) of a polypeptide chain is located
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at about 1655 cm-I when the chain is in the lX-helical configuration and at about 1630
cm-I when it is not (see, e.g. Ambrose & Elliott, 1951; Bamford, Elliott & Hanby,
1956). We have therefore examined films ofDNP prepared by evaporating a solution
at 52 % relative humidity and room temperature. It is known that DNA alone has a.
broad band in the 1660 cm-I region and consequently only a qualitative result could
be expected. In the spectra of DNP shown in Fig. 9 it is seen that the 1660 cm? band
is strong and broad but free of any significant shoulder at 1630 cnr'", By contrast
the infrared spectrum of nucleoprotamine does show a shoulder at 1630 cm-I and
dichroism studies have led Ambrose and Butler (1953) to conclude that the protein
is in the extended ,B-configuration in this case.
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FIG. 9. Infrared spectra of films of DNP (above), histone cast from water (middle), and histone
cast from 2-chloroethanol (below). The vertical lines are located at 1630 and 1655 cm-I •

In DNA the 1660 em" band is of the same intensity as that of 1220 cm-I (due
to the phosphate group); consequently, it is clear that about half the absorption seen
in the 1660 cm-I band in Fig. 9 is due to the protein component. When films of
histone are examined a similar band is observed at 1660 cmr", as shown in Fig. 9. Ifthe
film is cast from chloroethanol, a solvent strongly favouring the helical configuration
(Ambrose & Butler, 1953), no shoulder is seen at 1630 em-I. However, upon evapora
tion from water, in which the helical content is only about 20 % (Ambrose & Butler,
1953), a distinct shoulder can be seen at 1630 em". These observations tentatively
suggest that the histone is largely in the helical form in thymus DNP. But until a.
much more thorough study is made of model systems and of the effects of mixing of
DNA and histone this must remain only a tentative suggestion.
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Optical rotation and rotatory dispersion

Since optical rotation and rotatory dispersion have been shown to be quantitatively
related to the helical configuration of polypeptides and proteins (Doty, Imahori &
Klcrnperer, 1958; Yang & Doty, 1957) it was of interest to see if evidence could be
found in this way for the existence of the helical configuration in the histone as it exists
in DNP. We may consider first results obtained at 5460 A, a wavelength close to the
sodium line where it is known that specific rotations near - 100° refer to non-helical
configurations and that the completely helical configuration corresponds to values in
the range of 0° to 20°. Since DNA is optically active itself its specific rotation must also
be determined and the specific rotation due to the histone obtained from the following
relation :

[IX]DNP = 0'47[IX]DNA + 0'53[1X] PROTEIN'

In assuming this additivity of rotatory power, the possible interaction effects between
the DNA and histone have, of course, been ignored. The first difficulty arose in finding
that the rotation of DNA was ionic strength dependent, being + 104·8° at 2·5 M.NaOI;
+ 109'7° at 0·15 M-NaOI and + 162·0° at 0·0015 M-NaOI. It seemed likely that this
dependence was due to increasing electrostatic strain within the molecule as the ionic
strength was lowered. Since most of the charge in DNP is cancelled by the histone it
seemed best to use the values for DNA in high salt. (This choice also minimized the
estimated amount of helical configuration.) DNP in 0·7 mM·phosphate buffer was found
to have a specific rotation of + 20'7°. Using the above relation the [IX]PROTEIN is
found to have a value of - 53'9 °. This result suggests that about half ofthe histone is
in the helical configuration.

An attempt was made to extend this work further by measuring the rotatory
dispersion. It was only possible, at the time, to measure at four other wavelengths,
3660, 4050, 4360 and 5770 A. Plotting in such a way as to derive from the slope the
value of bo' it was found that the data fell in a curved plot such that a slope could not
be assigned. If, however, the data were fitted with a straight line, the least squares fit
gave a value of bo of - 400: this is equivalent to about 65 % helix.

Examination of histone in chloroethanol (Doty et al., 1958; Yang & Doty, 1957) has
shown that in this solvent the helical content is about 70 %; it is likely that the proline
content of about 5 %prevents any further increase in helical content.

These observations, like those of the infrared spectra, tentatively suggest that at
least half ofthe histone is in the helical configuration in DNP. Again considerable work
remains to be done to provide the basis upon which these results can be more securely
interpreted.

Other observations

(1) At salt concentrations above 0·6 M-NaOI, the DNP remained soluble and under
went dissociation. (2) The addition of very small amounts of magnesium ion (10-5 M)
to the standard DNP solution caused aggregation accompanied by a drop in viscosity.
(3) Trypsin and deoxyribonuclease attack their specific substrates in DNP. (4) DNP
in the standard solvent underwent thermal denaturation in the range of 800 to 9000.

DNA (calf thymus) at the same ionic strength underwent denaturation at a lower
temperature: 600 to 70°0. Thus the histone has a stabilizing effect on the DNA
structure. The increase in optical density at 260 mJL attending the thermal denatura
tion is 40 %.
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Molecular arrangement in the DNP particle

The study of the macromolecular properties of DNP, in particular the electron
microscopic evidence, indicated that the protein wall rather evenly distributed along
the intact DNA molecule that forms the core of the DNP particle. Since the infrared:
spectral and rotatory dispersion studies described in this section suggest that a
substantial part of the protein is in a helical configuration it seems appropriate to ask
if the histone can be accommodated in this fashion without violating any of the
chemical or macromolecular properties.

The surface of the DNA molecule in the Watson-Crick structure contains two
grooves of different size and surface composition. The larger of these corresponds to a
cylindrical trough of about 10 A radius (Wilkins, 1957). The possibility of accommo
dating the histone in this groove as an ec-helix was determined with space-filling models.
The IX-helix used in this construction had the average peptide residue weight of histone
of about 103. With such an cc-helixit was possible to achieve close-packing of the protein
in the large groove when it was on an average radius of 10·5 A. lithe IX-helix was to
follow the contour of the groove, an amount of protein helix to give a length of 75 A
would be necessary to fit into a complete turn of the DNA helix, that is, in 34 A along
the helix direction. This is calculated from the formula

[ (
PitCh) £] ilength = 217 r2 + ~

where r represents the distance ofthe centre of the protein helix from the centre axis of
the DNA molecule.

Since the average residue weight of histone is 103 and the translation per residue in
the IX-helix is 1·5 A, the mass of histone helix corresponding to a length of 75 Awould
be

75
1.5 X 103 = 5200.

For the composition found in this study an amount of protein corresponding to a
molecular weight 7400 should be bound per turn of DNA. Since only about 70 %of
this amount could occupy the large groove of the DNA as a close fitting IX-helix, the
remaining 30 %would have to be bound elsewhere, perhaps in the small groove of the
DNA as an extended polypeptide chain. It is interesting to note in this connection
that thymus histone is divided into two fractions in these relative amounts: Fraction
A, 30 % and Fraction B, 70 %. Fraction A contains 28 % (residues per cent) basic
residues and 9 % proline whereas Fraction B contains 23 % basic residues and 4 %
proline.

Of course, the IX-helix does not have the flexibility required to permit it being wound
around the DNA in the manner just assumed. Instead one would imagine that contact
with the surface of the DNA groove could be maintained, with the helix structure
intact for a distance of 15 to 20 A along the IX-helix. Then a break in the helix would be
necessary to permit the next helical region to make maximal contact. This frequency
of breaks in the cc-helical structure corresponds approximately to the combined
frequency of the occurrence in histone of proline residues which are known to interrupt
the ec-helical configuration and of the ends of molecules which occur about every 70
residues. The diameter of a model constructed in this manner would average 28 A,
a value that is consistent with the mean diameter of 30 A estimated from electron
micrographs.
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Thus it is seen that a structural proposal can be made that is consistent with all of
the experimental observations as well as the more questionable interpretations of the
infrared and rotatory dispersion. This model is in contrast with that proposed for
nucleoprotamine (Feughelmann et al., 1955) where the protein chain was completely
extended except for occasional folds or loops. However, it has in common with the
nucleoprotamine model a sufficiently definite spatial arrangement to permit an
ultimate test by x-ray diffraction techniques.

Some Preliminary Observations on Other Deoxyribonucleoproteins

In order to place the work described above in a wider context it may be useful to
summarize briefly some observations we have made on two other deoxyribonucleo
proteins, one from Arbacia sea urchin sperm and one from salmon sperm.

When sea urchin sperm, isolated from ripe testes, was carried through the same
sequence of operations as that used to prepare DNP from calf thymus a similar pro
duct was obtained in a yield of about 65 %. In the standard saline-citrate solvent it
was found to have a sedimentation constant, S020, w of 33 S and an intrinsic viscosity of
25. Although these values are somewhat smaller than the corresponding ones for calf
thymus DNP it is clear that similar discrete DNP particles have been obtained from
this quite different source.

The application of the same preparative procedure to salmon sperm heads, prepared
according to Felix, Fisher, Krekels & Mohr (1951), was completely unproductive
because the sperm heads were quite resistant to dispersion in water or very dilute
salt solutions. Although a number of other conditions lead to the dispersion of the
sperm heads, the DNA and protein were always dissociated in the process. It therefore
appeared that the DNA and protein were not complexed in the same way as in calf
thymus and sea urchin sperm; instead it seemed that the DNA was extensively
crosslinked by the protein in such a manner that no subunits ofthe sperm head existed.
Indeed the structural integrity of the salmon sperm heads were found to be preserved
after long exposure to deoxyribonuclease. Such exposure did result in extensive
degradation of the DNA as judged from comparing DNA prepared from exposed and
control sperm heads. Thus, in contrast to the case of DNP in calf thymus, the degrada
tion of DNA does not profoundly affect the gross structural features of the deoxyribo
nucleoprotein complex observed in the light microscope, However, degradation of
the protein component by exposure to trypsin does lead to a disintegration of the
sperm head indicating the crosslinking role suggested above for the protein.

Discussion

Although there is a sizable literature on physical chemical studies of DNP there
are few points of comparison between this earlier work and that reported here. The
principal cause of this situation is the mistaken view, held until about 10 years
ago, that molar NaCI extracted native DNP. The precipitates obtained upon diluting
such solutions with water consists of the DNA and protein components ofthe DNP but
the native structure has been destroyed since nearly complete dissociation had occurred
in the 1M-NaCI solution. When such material was examined in concentrated salt
solution the macromolecular properties observed were often those that can now be
recognized as those of DNA. When it became clear that DNP had to be extracted,
purified and studied without exceeding very low concentrations of salt (Petermann

B
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& Lamb, 1948; Stern, 1949) interest appeared to slacken. Indeed in the last decade
the extensive investigation of this problem is limited to the work of Steiner (1952) and
Davidson, Conway & Butler (1954). Steiner's material bears little relation to our
DNP with respect to macromolecular properties although the composition is essentially
identical. All of the properties he measured, viscosity, sedimentation, light scattering
and flow birefringence, were much smaller than we observed. Moreover his reported
absence of gradient dependence in viscosity and of concentration dependence in
sedimentation is inconsistent with the magnitude of the observed values and cast
considerable uncertainty upon the self-consistency of this work. In any event his
yield of DNP was so small that it is unlikely that the material was at all representative.

Indeed Steiner's material appears to correspond to a minor component obtained in
the study of Shooter etal., (1954). In this latter study the principal component was a
thick, gel-like, opalescent material which did not display the properties of discrete
units and therefore its study did not yield the kind of data reported here. Since other
relevant studies have been evaluated in a recent review (Davidson et al., 1954) there is
no need for further discussion on this point.

In conclusion we turn to the hazardous question of how the uniquely defined DNA
protein complex described. here might be related to the chromosome structure from
which it was removed.. Having passed from isolated chromosomes at an early stage of
the preparation to DNA derived from the DNP, it would appear that the DNP itself
represents a first step in the progression from isolated DNA back to the complex
chromosome structure. Alternatively, since the DNP described here is stable with
respect to all the steps of the isolation procedure it is reasonable to assume that the
complex existed in the chromosome structure. Fortunately this conclusion is open to
verification by x-ray diffraction studies.

Further consideration of this point leads to examining the extent to which the DNP
isolated here accounts for the known composition of chromosomes.

Mirsky & Ris (1951) report that isolated chromosomes, which correspond to the
second stage of our procedure, contain 39 %DNA in the case of calf thymus. Allowing
1 % RNA and 2% lipid, the remainder, 58 %, is protein. If the same amount of RNA
and lipid is retained in our preparation the nitrogen and phosphorus analysis would
indicate 46 % DNA and 51 % protein. On this basis it would appear that about 7 %
of the protein has been lost in the preparative procedure, relative to the DNA.

Mirsky & Ris identified a non-histone protein in the chromosomes and termed it
residual protein. This was defined as the protein remaining after extraction of the
chromosomes at pH 3 with 1 M-NaCI and enzymatic removal of the DNA. Such protein
was insoluble in neutral saline and possesses tryptophan, in contrast to histone.
However, it appears that the determination of residual protein in this manner may
lead to an overestimate inasmuch as 1 M-NaCl does not bring about the complete
dissociation of the calf thymus DNA-protein complex (Shooter et al., 1954; Crampton
et al., 1955). In the case of calf thymus, Mirsky & Ris found the residual protein
content to be 9 %, one of the lowest values found; taking this as an upper estimateit
is clear that this is not a major constituent in the material investigated here. We have
not attempted to determine the amount of such protein in our DNP but the ease of
complete dissociation to DNA indicated that there was only a very small amount. If
this is true, the residual protein would be found in the sediment from centrifuging the
DNP solution at the end of the preparation. Thus as a working hypothesis we would
suggest that most of the DNA in the chromosome is united with histone in a linear
complex such as described here. These units are then held in place in a chromosome
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structure formed of other DNA and residual protein. Such a view provides an obvious
program for future investigation.

This attempt to suggest the role of this DNP has been described in more detail than
it merits at this stage in order to remove misunderstanding introduced by a recent
discussion of our preliminary communication (Doty & Zubay, 1956) by Dounce &
O'Connell (1958). Some of this misunderstanding is removed by the fuller discussion
presented here. Other differences were more sematic than real. These authors havc
been largely concerned with a "residual protein" that is operationally quite differ
ent in definition from that originally proposed by Mirsky and with the union of this
non-histone protein with DNA in what they refer to as deoxyribonucleoprotein. By
contrast we have focused our attention on the nucleohistone, which together with
minor constituents make up what we have labeled DNP. Calf thymus was chosen as a
source material since its chromosomes have shown the smallest amount of "residual"
protein thus far measured. Thus we have prepared DNP from chromosomes that contain
about 90 %nucleohistone and have not considered it expedient at this stage to be con
cerned with what portion of these minor constituents survive in our DNP preparation.

It is true that we do not take seriously the phenomenon of gelation even though it
plays a key role in the work of Dounce. At this stage of investigation of the calf
thymus system it appears to us that gelability arises from the mishandling of the
material, much like denaturation occurs in mishandling of some proteins, and is
therefore something to be avoided. To single this out as a test of native structure
seems arbitrary in the extreme. It is not surprising that Dounce & O'Connell found
conditions in which a gel could be obtained or that upon long stirring the gel could be
broken up into a viscous solution. We avoided this substantial gel formation by the
use of blending and stirring under the precisely controlled conditions described.
Moreover, the characteristics of the DNP reported here are not those of the re
dispersed gel described by them. Likewise their concern with the possibility of protease
attack on our DNP is essentially misplaced since the scission of occasional peptide
bonds will not significantly alter the properties of the DNP we have investigated,
whereas such action would greatly modify a DNA-residual protein network visualized
by Dounce & O'Connell. It is most important to recognize the evidence for two
different deoxyribonucleoproteins, one involving histones principally and the other
non-histone proteins. As the elucidation of both of these structures progresses in
creasingly meaningful questions can be asked about their role in chromosome
structure.
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